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M ES SAGE FRO M TH E CEO
The 2018-2019 fiscal year (FY19) was Invest Puerto Rico’s first full year of operations, marked by hiring key
executive leadership, developing an organizational and operational structure, and kicking off the investment promotion function through targeted business outreach. Fueled by a recognition of Puerto Rico’s
unique value proposition and considering the global spotlight from Hurricanes Irma and Maria, Invest
Puerto Rico is well-positioned to pivot our economy towards a brighter future.
During this startup phase, we have focused on developing organizational capacity, establishing a baseline
of research and market data, building out a competitiveness approach to economic growth, engaging the
global market to tell the Puerto Rico story, and building a cadre of partners across the public, private, and
nonprofit sectors with which to collaborate.

Our mandate to promote Puerto Rico as a competitive investment jurisdiction encompasses many

elements, but its foundation lays in ensuring that the competitive advantages and business success stories

of Puerto Rico are well-known. Companies may be enticed to expand to Puerto Rico because of our competitive incentives, but stay because it is teeming with potential, global access, and a world-class workforce.

To ensure we continue to improve the business environment, offer abundant access to information to
potential investors, and maintain a keen focus on transactions, we have inserted ourselves into Puerto Rico’s
economic development ecosystem through engagement on critical issues and with a broad swath of stakeholders. Lastly, we have participated in numerous conferences and trade shows to create a strong pipeline
of interest in Puerto Rico. This process has elucidated that Puerto Rico is moving in the right direction and
on the verge of an amazing economic development revival. However, much work is needed to cement this
comeback and make it easier to conduct business in Puerto Rico.

We are excited to be moving towards a future where Puerto Rico is known across the globe as the most
attractive investment destination in the region, where businesses multiply and thrive, and where sustainable
economic development brings long-term prosperity to everyone on the island. As we review the accomplishments of these 12 months, it becomes clear that we have laid down a solid foundation for our future
success, led by an incredibly committed board of directors and a dedicated staff of amazing talent. Since I
joined Invest Puerto Rico in March of 2018, together with our growing staff, we have advanced towards
building a world-class team, identifying and pursuing new sources of funding, and putting the finishing
touches on an aggressive, data-driven promotional plan that will guide our execution moving forward.
Thanks for being part of our journey. The best is yet to come!
Ganando juntos,

(winning together)

Rodrick T. Miller

Chief Executive Officer
Invest Puerto Rico
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ABOUT

INVEST
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BACKGROU N D

OU R APPROACH

Invest Puerto Rico (“INVESTPR”) is the new, indepen-

Our approach to investment promotion aims to

created by law to lead the Island’s business and

nize that our long-term economic growth, health,

expertise from both the public and private sectors,

compete in the global marketplace over time.

dent economic development engine for Puerto Rico,
investment attraction efforts. With the support and

Invest Puerto Rico is uniquely positioned to provide
consistent, dedicated investment promotion efforts

required to compete for capital in the global marketplace. While these concepts have been agreed upon by

diverse stakeholders, including political leadership,
INVESTPR’s Board of Directors, and the business

community, how they translate into our activities will

ultimately be determined by the work, initiatives,

projects, and campaigns that our staff champions
and how those reflect the mission and vision of the
organization. Economic development has clear best

practices around the world, yet we confront this work
in a unique political, legal, cultural, organizational

and social context that demands building on traditional practices with innovative ideas and approaches tailored specifically for the island.

not only sell what we offer today, but to recog-

and sustainability are based on our ability to

This frame pushes INVESTPR to secure quality

transactions based on our current opportunities

and position Puerto Rico for more and better
transactions in the future. This progress hinges

on building and reinforcing the foundational

components which determine our competitiveness. While INVESTPR’s core business is attracting companies to the island, we recognize that
addressing economic growth comprehensively

and sustainably requires ensuring that the Puerto
Rico “product” aligns with where the economic
opportunities of the future lie. In that spirit,

INVESTPR aims to improve our economic product by:

• Pushing our ecosystem towards higher efficiency
in delivering transactions to facilitate the ease of
doing business;

MISSION AND VISION
MISSION

INVESTPR is a not-for-profit organization that

promotes Puerto Rico as a competitive investment jurisdiction to attract new business and
capital investment to the island.

VISION

INVESTPR will be a transformational and results-

oriented accelerator of economic development
in Puerto Rico.
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• Fostering greater collaboration, innovation and

productivity from knowledge assets and compa-

nies to boost new venture creation and increase
product sophistication;

• Assessing our labor force (size, capacity, and
sectors) and championing initiatives which
deepen skill sets, retain talent, and attract new
talent;

• Supporting economic policies that make Puerto
Rico more attractive for firms that provide quality

jobs and align with targeted industry sectors; and

• Pushing a global agenda which promotes
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and trade to

appropriately manage risks and offer broad

market access for companies doing business in
Puerto Rico.

While INVESTPR does not directly lead all efforts

related to economic development, we aim to
work

closely

with

concerned

government

entities, non-profit organizations, and the private

engagement efforts, and/or corporate partnership activities.

Business Development is the sales arm of the

organization, charged with pitching Puerto Rico
to business clients, managing lead generation
and engaging in the project management

aspects of companies relocating to the island.
Business Development responsibilities include,

but will not be limited to, site selection, incen-

sector to increase the island’s competitiveness.

tives negotiation, real estate development, and

ment is crosscutting, ubiquitous and takes a

geographic lines.

This competitiveness lens for product improvelong-term view.

With competitiveness contouring our long-term

efforts, our daily activities are centered on

executing on three areas to fill a pipeline with

deals and close on impactful transactions now:

Strategy and Research, Marketing & Communications and Business Development & Investor

deal structuring along targeted sectoral and

Investor support and aftercare functions will be

performed in collaboration with private and
public sector partners with the objective of

effectively inserting new investments into the
local business ecosystem to ensure their sustain-

ability and long-term impact on Puerto Rico’s

Support.

At the core of our Marketing & Communications
efforts is the need to tell Puerto Rico’s new

economic story and how INVESTPR is leading a
burgeoning era of opportunity on the Island.
These functions are the organization’s front door

and will present an image that positions Puerto
Rico to win. Our success will be measured in

terms of the perception of Puerto Rico as an
investment destination, the reach of our message to the right audiences, the quality of our

business development pipeline, and the “sizzle”

of our story. The tactics for execution of our
marketing and targeting program will range from

traditional approaches, such as website develop-

ment, social media efforts, and advertising cam-

paigns, to more novel special events, stakeholder
5

economy. We will assist them through any relocation issues and engage them as consistent partners to continue moving the work of INVESTPR

forward before transitioning them to the Department of Economic Development and Commerce
for continued service.

• Experience in leading business attraction
efforts in Phoenix, New Orleans, Detroit and
the Midwest U.S.;
• Expertise building industry sector strategies,
strengthening business ecosystems and designing economic growth strategies;

Business Development and Marketing & Communications will be bolstered by a Strategy and

• International marketing expertise including
digital, brand and asset-based positioning; and

Research group which will pull together data

sets from diverse entities, perform analysis

• Significant experience managing federal disaster recovery (CDBG-DR) funds.

around

competitive

factors,

and

develop

customized programs to increase the organization and market’s capacity to do transactions.

Through diverse economic research across
geographies, industry sectors, and business

trends, we will provide context and insight to
support marketing and business development

efforts. Further, this team will lead strategic

partnerships and capacity building with other

organizations to increase the fundamental competitiveness of the Puerto Rico economy, working to ensure that Puerto Rico is more attractive
for investment tomorrow than it is today.

O R GA N I Z AT I O N
In order to fulfill our mission and vision, Invest
Puerto Rico has designed a robust organizational
structure along clearly defined action areas and
supported by a team of talented professionals,
ready to deliver the best results in their respective fields. Collectively they boast:
• Over 75 years of combined economic development experience;
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OVER
YEARS

75

COMBINED
economic development

experience, leading business
attraction efforts in:

Midwest
Phoenix

Detroit

New
Orleans

O R GA N I Z AT I O N A L C H A R T

Board of Directors

Executive Assistant

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Counsel

Chief of Strategy,
Research, and
Competitiveness

Research
Analyst

Strategy
Analyst

Director of
Stakeholder Relations
and Fundraising

Chief of Marketing
and Communications

Chief of Business
Development

Communications Manager

Marketing
Manager

BD Directors
1 U.S. East Coast
1 U.S. West Coast
1 PR Based

Events
Manager

Marketing
Associate

BD
Associates (3)

Director of Finance
and Administration

HR
Support

IT
Support

Accounting
Support

Marketing and
Business Development
Coordinator
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B OA R D O F D I R ECTO R S
INVESTPR’s Board of Directors boasts a unique composition that leverages the expertise and strengths
of both the public and private sectors, providing much-needed cross-sector representation and continuity across economic development activities for the island. INVESTPR is governed by an eleven-member
Board of Directors appointed by the Governor of Puerto Rico and comprised of three public sector
representatives and eight private sector representatives.

The following representatives comprised the Board of Directors during FY19:

F Y19 B OA R D M E M B E R S
PUB LIC S ECTOR
HON. MANUEL LABOY RIVERA, PE
Secretary, Department of Economic
Development & Commerce
Chairman of the Board

HON. LUIS G. RIVERA MARÍN
Secretary of State

JULIO BENÍTEZ TORRES
Deputy Executive Director
Puerto Rico Industrial
Development Company

P R I VAT E S E C TO R
RICARDO ÁLVAREZ-DÍAZ
Founder and Principal, Álvarez-Díaz &
Villalón Architecture & Interior Design
Vice-Chairman of the Board
Infrastructure and Export Services
ADRIANA RAMÍREZ
Chief Legal and Compliance Officer,
Abarca Health
Secretary of the Board
Healthcare and Technology
DANERIS FERNÁNDEZ
CEO & President,
DGF Consulting Group
Treasurer of the Board
Manufacturing and Life Sciences
EDWARD CALVESBERT
Senior Strategic and Financial Advisor
Information Technology
BARRY BREEMAN
Co-founder and Chairman,
Caribbean Property Group
Real Estate
CHRISTOPHER CARDACI
Deputy General Counsel, SpaceX
Aerospace
JUAN SABATER
Partner, Valor Equity Partners
Finance and Private Capital
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FUNDING
INVESTPR operated with a $4 million budget during FY2019 and is currently working on solidifying a
$5 million, multi-year fund assignment from the Department of Economic Development and Commerce

to ensure sustainability of the organization in the long-term. The organization is also scheduled to
receive Community Development Block Grant-Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds to multiply its
current promotion efforts and implement tailored marketing activities aligned to its strategy.

In recognition of the importance of evolving into an independently funded organization, INVESTPR will
also be developing a robust fundraising strategy to diversify sources of funding which focuses primarily
on funds from the private sector.

F Y 2 019 - 2 0 2 0 B U D G E T
REVENUES:
GRANT FROM DEPT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & COMMERCE AND
PUERTO RICO INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

$5,000,000

EXPENSES:
SALARIES AND BENEFITS

$2,772,000

SALES /MARKETING/PROMOTION
TRADE SHOWS/EVENTS/MEETINGS

$705,000

ADVERTISING/PROMOTION

$650,000

LEAD GENERATION SUPPORT

$178,000

PUBLIC RELATIONS

$100,000

STRATEGY SUPPORT

$75,000

OPERATIONS
LICENSES/IT SERVICES/EQUIPMENT

$137,000

FACILITIES EXPENSES

$129,000

LEGAL/ACCOUNTING/AUDIT

$129,000

HUMAN RESOURCES/ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

$78,000

INSURANCE

$16,000

OTHERS

$31,000

TOTAL EXPENSES

$5,000,000

9

KEY

ACHIEVEMENTS
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A) S E CTO R S T R AT E GY & P R O M OT I O N A L P L A N
Promotional plans are a common practice in economic development organizations. They have the

explicit purpose of guiding investment promotion activities towards select sectors and geographies

which are best aligned with a market’s economic growth goals. The prescribed plan of work embed-

ded in these plans aim to ensure that there is broad understanding of the value proposition and investment opportunities.

In FY19, INVESTPR embarked upon an extensive study to evaluate the optimal focus required for the
organization to succeed. The study identified industry sectors with the highest value targets and

evaluated the most effective messaging strategies and best marketing channels accordingly. This

data-intensive study used multiple methodologies to identify sectors where Puerto Rico was best positioned to attract new business based on criteria that included 10-year trending patterns, national and
global growth measurements, import/export challenge rankings, and alignment to Puerto Rico-specific
policy and incentive programs. The resulting information formed the basis of the INVESTPR Promotional
Plan, approved by the INVESTPR Board of Directors on October 1, 2018. Below is a snapshot of the
analysis conducted.

A N A LYS I S O F A LL I N D US T RY S EC TO R S

OUTPUT

REFINED
SUBSECTORS

ACROSS DETAILED CRITERIA THROUGH
RIGOROUS DATA-DRIVEN EVALUATION

GROW TH TARGETS

KNOWLEDGE
SERVICES

MACRO / GLOBAL
A. Global grow th forecast by sec tor
B. U.S. grow th forecast by sec tor
C. Ability for sec tor to produce tradable output
D. Global FDI trend by Sec tor (# Deals)

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES &
DISADVANTAGES
A. Advantage of having access to U.S. law & stability
B. Tax incentive advantage
C. Post-hurricane impac t on fac tors enabling
business for each sec tor
D. Shipping cost impac t for sec tor

LOCAL
A. Direc t benefit to rural areas
B. Regional multiplier effect per sector (Job Creation)
C. Current industry size (Employment)
D. Sec tor employment trend
E. Government stakeholder support per sec tor

3

Knowledge
Services (IPR)

Professional
and Technical
Services

Leisure and
Hospitality
(DMO)

RETENTION TARGETS
Manufac turing
(DEDC)

Business
Support
Services
Software
and IT
Finance and
Insurance

Agriculture
(DEDC)
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The promotional plan identified four primary industries: Professional and Technical Services, Business

Support Services, Software and IT, and Finance and Insurance, collectively framed as Knowledge
Services. This segmentation significantly and appropriately narrows the focus so that messaging,

marketing channels and geographic targeting can be more specific to the value proposition within
those sectors, as shown below:

M ES SAGI N G
G E N E R A L G LO B A L
M ES SAG ES

$

N A R R AT I V E
POINTS

Dif ferentiation
Incentives are
Unmatched

Professional
and Technical
Ser vices

• Bilingual work force
• Relevant skills
• At trac tive wages

Dispel Negative
Safe & Func tional to
Work & Live Here

Business
Suppor t
Ser vices

• Bilingual work force
• At trac tive wages
• On-shore for client s

Assistance
IPR will Guide You

Sof t ware
and IT

•
•
•
•

U.S. IP protec tions
At trac tive wages
Onshore for U.S.
Technical work force

Case Studies
Others have
Succeeded

Finance &
Insurance

•
•
•
•

U.S. market stabilit y
NYC & Lat Am access
Luxur y qualit y of life
Oppor tunit y Zones

Competitive Tax
Incentives
Stabilit y of U.S.
Jurisdic tion
Prime Geographic
Location
At trac tive Qualit y
of Life

TA R G E T E D S U B S E CTO R
M ES SAG ES

Educated, Skilled
Work force

CHANNELS

TA R G E T I N G

PERSONAL NET WORKS
Use trust to deliver wins this year

WEBSITE
Inform & educate potential investors

DIGITAL & PRINT
Targeted adver tising & content

CONFERENCES & EVENTS
Build & solidif y relationships
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I M M E D I AT E F O C U S

1. U.S. (high-tax states)
LO N G E R -T E R M F O C U S

2. Europe, Asia, & LatAm

This promotional plan serves as a guiding document for defining future marketing activities of the
organization. A second phase of the plan development provided a better understanding of the time

and effort needed to effectively focus the organization’s work on immediate opportunities, while
continuing to proactively respond to prospects not specifically identified in the outreach efforts. To

accomplish this, INVESTPR adapted the ‘Three Horizons Model’ which balances the majority of efforts

in the focused target industries, but also allows for longer term nurturing and adjustment based on
changing industry trends and potential disruptive events.
EFFORT

BUSINESS ATTRACTION:
Sell what we have today

Current differentiators
Targeted approach to selling
Build on natural strengths
while diversifying
An enabling business
environment will speed deals

PRODUCT
IMPROVEMENT:
Strengthen Puerto Rico’s
competitiveness

NEW:
Nimble Reaction to Disruption

Perception is reality
Talent is everything
Inclusion and
sustainability will be
signs of strength

Prepared to address & capitalize on
major catalytic circumstances

Trends and disruptions, both positive and negative, are being closely evaluated and incorporated into
the plan for FY20.

For example, recent research has indicated post hurricane shifts in industry and

labor force trends that must be assessed to adapt the talent offering on the Island to changing conditions. Other disruptions as the U.S. federal tax reform and international geopolitical events like BREXIT
have the potential to further affect global trade.

Federal funding has also altered the economic landscape upon which the first phase of the promotional
plan was based. INVESTPR has developed critical partnerships to remain informed on emerging

projects. In work with the U.S. Economic Development Administration, INVESTPR has been positioned
to include these emerging research and industry support projects as part of the important global value
proposition it uses to attract private investment interest.

To better understand and support the positive future implications of these federally funded projects,

INVESTPR facilitated important additional analysis of the related logistics challenges and opportunities

as well as global market investment ‘hot spots’ that would be aligned to them. Including this information in the revised FY20 Promotional Plan will assure that INVESTPR maintains the ability to optimally
target the highest value leads.
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B) B U S I N ES S D E V E LO P M E N T
Our business development efforts for FY19 revolved
around establishing a solid pipeline of projects and

making sure that prospective companies were aware

of the support that could be provided through Invest
Puerto Rico. To this end INVESTPR participated in or

hosted over 10 trade shows and conferences including:
1. Puerto Rico Opportunity Zone Summit – San Juan, PR
2. Puerto Rico Investment Summit – San Juan, PR
3. PR Open for Green Business Summit – San Juan, PR
SELECT USA

4. Rise of the Rest Tour San Juan – San Juan, PR
5. Novogradac Investing in Puerto Rico Conference –
San Juan, PR
6. Puerto Rico: A Paradise of Opportunities
Opportunity Zone Conference – San Juan, PR
7. CIO & IT Leadership Conference – San Juan, PR
8. National Hurricane Conference – New Orleans, LA
9. Americas Competitiveness Exchange (ACE) on
Innovation & Entrepreneurship – San Juan, PR
10. SelectUSA Summit– Washington D.C.
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RISE OF THE REST

Additionally, INVESTPR leveraged its website to
drive additional companies to the pipeline. As a
result of these efforts, which took place primarily the
last six months of the fiscal year, we were able to
jumpstart our pipeline and establish a solid foundation for our future business development outreach.
Key questions that companies wanted answered in
their decision-making process include:
• What is the status of electricity, water, and
other infrastructure on the island?
• What is the capacity, availability, and productivity of labor for a specific industry?
• What type of financing or incentives are available to support our expansion into Puerto Rico?

INVESTPR was able to answer these questions and
allay concerns raised by providing figures on restoration of services post hurricanes Irma and Maria and
share case studies of successful companies on the
island and how they continue to thrive and grow.
Many firms were surprised to learn of Puerto Rico’s
low tax jurisdiction status, which proved to be a
strong selling point in pushing companies through
the pipeline. INVESTPR’s efforts were further
strengthened by the federal opportunity zone
programming which aims to encourage investment in
low income communities. More than 95% of the
island is classified as an opportunity zone, the highest of any place in the United States.
For FY20, INVESTPR will implement a full business
development program which includes hiring a
business development team with off-island representation in New York, the West Coast, and Europe.
Additionally, our FY20 program will include a familiarization tour, execution of a site selector communication strategy, and establishment of relationships
with key multipliers such as law, private equity, and
accounting firms in key markets.

OZ I N V E S TO R C O N F E R E N C E

A PA R A D I S E O F O P P O R T U N I T I E S OZ C O N F E R E N C E

A PA R A D I S E O F O P P O R T U N I T I E S OZ C O N F E R E N C E

A PA R A D I S E O F O P P O R T U N I T I E S OZ C O N F E R E N C E

PR OPEN FOR GREEN BUSINESS CONFERENCE
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C) S TA K E H O L D E R E N GAG E M E N T
In order to optimize the impact of the organization and use resources most effectively, leveraging

stakeholder networks and insights is essential. INVESTPR leadership was very active in FY19 representing the mission, vision, and principles of the organization to key stakeholders both on and off the

island. In addition to increasing awareness through INVESTPR public engagements, FY19 was about
designing a stakeholder engagement plan to create a structure by which two-way communication on
assets, opportunities, and project updates could be shared.

INVESTPR engaged with members of a wide array of stakeholder groups, honing in on opportunities

for collaboration and ways INVESTPR can support the efforts of others. Below is a sample of organizations we built rapport with over the past fiscal year:

The Clinton
Initiative

ConPRometidos
PR Science
& Technology
Trust

Foundation
for
Puerto Rico

Rockefeller
Foundation

PRIMEX
PR Dept. of
Economic
Development
& Commerce

Office of
the Chief of
Innovaton
Officer

PR PublicPrivate
Partnership
Authority

PR
Department
of Housing

Office of
the Chief
Investment
Officer

PR
Tourism
Company

Puerto Rico
is the Answer

Endeavor
Puerto Rico

NON PROFIT

Gener8tor
Accelerator
Program

Discover
Puerto Rico

SEC TOR

Colmena
66
PR Federal
Affairs
Administration

SEC TOR
EN T R EPR EN EU R I A L

Piloto 151

ECOSYSTEM

USDA Rural
Development

U.S.
Department
of Commerce

U.S. Economic
Development
Administration

Grupo
Guayacán
Centro para
Emprendedores

TRADE

PR Chamber
of Commerce

PR Builders
Association

Rincón
Maker
Space

AND BUSINESS

PR IT
Cluster

A S S O C I AT I O N S

AC ADEMIA

U.S.
Academic
Partners

Induniv
PR
Manufacturers
Association

Pharmaceutical
Industry
Association

Advent Morro
Equity
Partners

PR Private
Sector
Coalition
PR Products
Association
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Parallel
18

PUBLIC

Universidad
del Sagrado
Corazón

Universidad
Politécnica
de Puerto
Rico

Sistema
Universitario
Ana G.
Méndez

Aeronautical
and Aerospace
Institute of PR

Universidad
de Puerto
Rico

KIVA

Municipal and organizational stakeholders were inventoried for relevance to components of the
INVESTPR mission and a municipal engagement plan was developed to assure that we maintain a fully
integrated relationship with our municipal partners. This design includes an informational ‘roadshow’
to help stakeholders better understand the INVESTPR activities and tools that will provide value to

their mission, followed by a series of regional engagements to discuss collective issues and needs from

the perspective of the ‘practice’ of economic development as a standard of excellence on the island.
Implementing this comprehensive stakeholder engagement plan will be the focus for FY20.

D) O R GA N I Z AT I O N A L S CA L E - U P
FY19 was focused around scaling organizational and operational capacity. The organizational structure

was further refined to reflect the expansion of the scope of the organization to include strategy,
research and competitiveness elements. Key leadership positions were filled, including that of the
Chief Executive Officer for which Rodrick T. Miller was recruited. Miller brings over 20 years of experi-

ence in economic development having led similar organization in the cities of New Orleans and Detroit.
Aside from key talent acquisition, financial and operational policies and procedures were created and
implemented and back-office operations (finance, HR and IT) were fully established. INVESTPR also

fully complied with reporting and contractual requirements as required by law, providing quarterly
progress reports to the Department of Economic Development and Commerce and submitting
FY2018’s annual report to the Governor and Legislature. During FY20, focus will turn to organizational

development to continue driving a work culture that will enable the pursuit of INVESTPR’s goals and
objectives.
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MOVI NG
FO RWAR D
F Y 2 019 - 2 0 2 0
PRIORITIES
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S T R AT E GY A N D R ES E A R C H

GOAL: Clearly articulate and maximize Puerto Rico’s value proposition by collecting and
translating quality data to uncover new insights for sound decision-making.

Information is the foundation of quality decisionmaking. Currently, data and information access
challenges are inhibitors to investment promotion.

1

markets in the ability to provide and track this

2

information. Recent efforts by the Puerto Rico

a comprehensive library of economic

represent a significant improvement in data

topics for application in Puerto Rico and

access. However, more is needed to compete on a

to better manage risks, provide policymakers with

the Caribbean Basin;

3

4

island.

date has identified the greatest opportunities for
attraction of new companies are in the Knowledge
Services sector. This broad sector encompasses
Professional & Technical services, Business Support
Services, Software & IT, and Financial Services.
While INVESTPR’s research and strategy efforts
will encompass a broad swath of data and
research support, there are several specific activities which should amplify lead generation and

ments to identify gaps in capacity and
company mix and amplify performance
on the high end of existing industry

that uses the latest global trends and research to
for companies. The targeted sector research to

Perform industry value chain assesshighlight opportunities to diversify the

INVESTPR is currently honing a value proposition
elucidate why this market is a sound investment

entiate the value proposition for Puerto
growth or contraction can be measured;

and, more importantly, will serve as the foundapromulgates to attract new opportunities to the

Produce detailed asset maps to differRico and provide a baseline by which asset

context for solid economic development planning,
tion for the value proposition that INVESTPR

frames Puerto Rico’s competitive posinational economic trends and establish

merce and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

be developed will allow companies and investors

Create a quarterly economic report that
tion within the context of global and

Department of Economic Development and Com-

global scale. The types of information that need to

Rico for comparison to other U.S. and
international competitors;

Whether it is data related to labor force, assets, or
market performance, Puerto Rico lags other

Collect and aggregate data from Puerto

value chains; and

5

Conduct a labor market analysis to articulate the knowledge, skills, and abilities
companies can currently access both in
Puerto Rico and through recent diaspora, that recognizes the needs of targeted industries. This includes launching a
tool that both collects and distributes
this information as means of qualifying
and quantifying labor assets available to
targeted industries.

accelerate deal closing. These include:
19

INVESTPR has developed the capacity, both in

of other investment promotion agencies, and

fully understand the complex needs that drive

our performance baseline.

research tools and skilled staff, to research and
the decision matrix of the prospects interested in
locating on the island.

conducting a perception study that will establish

Research efforts will

The Marketing and Communications team will

tages to refining nuances in specific subsectors

PR with diverse business, civic, and political

move our business case beyond generic advanand elevating lesser known assets to create a

stronger, more differentiated value proposition.

This work will assist INVESTPR in confronting the
misperceptions and major questions that have
hindered Puerto Rico’s market development.

also lead efforts to create awareness of INVESTleaders. These efforts are essential to ensuring
that INVESTPR generates ambassadors who can
proactively pitch Puerto Rico in their distinct

respective circles. Key marketing and communications initiatives for FY20 include:

1

MARKETING AND
CO M M U N I CAT I O N S :

Rework INVESTPR’s master brand and
tone of voice so that it is both authentic
to Puerto Rico and yet relevant to the
greater business community;

GOAL: Position Puerto Rico as a

competitive market by increasing

2

awareness of the value proposition,

and access to protocols and support to

brand, and telling the story of the

facilitate new business attraction into

island’s economic growth, recovery

Puerto Rico;

3

Shifting perceptions, increasing brand aware-

reach companies and decision-makers

Puerto

with the highest propensity and ca-

Rico has an exceptional story of economic revitaltunities.

The Marketing and Communications

team is committed to capturing the essence of

Puerto Rico’s rebirth and sharing it in a compelling multi-channel fashion. To effectively capture

this story, INVESTPR is performing extensive

market analyses, benchmarking brand campaigns
20

with a media mix that is heavily concenbe geotargeted and sector focused to

advantages are at the center of INVESTPR’s

ization, corporate growth, and boundless oppor-

Launch a comprehensive media plan

trated on digital efforts. The plan will

ness, and promoting Puerto Rico’s competitive
Marketing and Communications work.

provides a user-centric experience, comprehensive market data and reports,

elevating Puerto Rico’s business

and revitalization.

Develop a world-class website that

pacity to relocate to Puerto Rico;

4

Complement our advertising spend
with a robust communications strategy
measured against earned media results

and a curated ongoing social media
presence; and

5

pects and partners understand how the organiRaise the profile of, elevate the global

zation can support them throughout their transi-

of deals for Puerto Rico by building

ness development initiatives for FY20 should lead

and thought leaders at diverse trade

smoother relocation to Puerto Rico:

conversation about, and fill a pipeline
relationships with industry, media,
shows,

conferences,

curated events.

and

tion onto the Island. Over time, the following busi-

to a larger pipeline, less time in the system, and a

hosted

1

Host familiarization tours to showcase
Puerto Rico’s assets, leadership, and
business case in target sectors;

B U S I N ES S D E V E LO P M E N T

2

and geographies to provide with

relocation projects to Puerto Rico

customized information and insights

and lead them through a turnkey

regarding

process which facilitates sustainable

Puerto

Rico’s

economic

performance and opportunities on a

job-creating transactions island-wide.

PR is tasked with ensuring that companies are

corporate real estate executives, and
other multipliers in targeted sectors

GOAL: Drive a pipeline of business

As a new investment promotion engine, INVEST

Create a targeted list of site selectors,

consistent basis;

3

Work closely with the strategy and
research team to develop customized

aware of the Puerto Rico’s value proposition and

business intelligence on leads within

The business development team leads that func-

company needs;

the INVESTPR pipeline to understand

views the island as a viable option for growth.
tion by aggressively establishing relationships

with decisionmakers and positioning the organization as a trusted source of information, insight,

4

Implement a comprehensive customer

relationship management (CRM) tool

and execution capacity. On the other hand, the

that allows for projects to be managed

and coordinate additional capacity in the local

concierge-type experience for pros-

other economic development entities, and public

the landing process; and

business development team will build, expand,

across multiple agencies, facilitate a

ecosystem by working closely with municipalities,

pects, and expedite prospects through

agencies to streamline processes and protocols

to ensure the most user-friendly customer experience to firms onboarding in Puerto Rico. Additionally, the business development team will

5

Develop a clear process to support

companies in navigating the new incentives code (Law 60).

promote INVESTPR’s capabilities so that pros-
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O R GA N I Z AT I O N A L
EXCELLENCE

1

Hire a world-class economic development
team and continue building a solid operational backbone to carry out the mission of
INVESTPR;

GOAL: Build organizational capacity and

reﬂect excellence in economic devel-

opment leadership to optimize output.
INVESTPR plays a pivotal role in building

Puerto Rico’s economy. As such, the entity aims

2

Solidify long-term funding streams to ensure

3

Regularly share information and educate

INVESTPR’s future;

stakeholders around economic develop-

to be a trusted broker, convener, and expert in

ment to strengthen the base of support for

that objective, INVESTPR is solidifying the

ming;

quality economic development program-

delivering quality economic outcomes. To fulfill
budget, staffing and expertise to execute and
add meaningfully to the dialogue around
Puerto Rico’s future. The INVESTPR team is

4

increase collaboration, effectiveness, and

and integrity and securing results. It also has a

efficiency of the economic development

keen focus on ensuring operational transparen-

ecosystem; and

cy, accountability and compliance. The followa firm foundation for INVESTPR’s future:

economic development partners including
public, private and nonprofit partners to

committed to exemplifying professionalism

ing initiatives for FY20 will continue to establish

Cultivate stakeholder relationships with key

5

Establish a baseline of performance indicators based on industry-proven best practices to demonstrate economic progress over
time.
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K E Y P E R F O R M A N C E I N D I CATO R S
During FY19, INVESTPR refined the key performance indicators (KPIs) it will use to track the effectiveness of the organization at achieving its mission. KPIs will enable the entity to assess its operations,
refine its strategy, and increase overall effectiveness.

INVESTPR developed a portfolio of KPIs that assesses the effectiveness of its efforts across all stages

of the business attraction pathway as well as competitiveness and organizational effectiveness man-

dates. These will be implemented across phases as the organization matures and allow flexibility to
adjust as INVESTPR’s strategy evolves. During FY20 a solid baseline will be established for each KPI
from which targets will be set for future fiscal years. INVESTPR’s KPI framework is captured below:

SALES

OUTCOMES

PRODUCT
IMPROVEMENT

ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

AWARENESS

AWARENESS KPIs:
Track the reach and impact of InvestPR’s advertising efforts and include indicators such as the number of
media impressions generated, earned media and the number of unique visitors attracted to the website.
SALES KPIs:
Measure how well InvestPR is converting advertising and marketing initiatives into tangible
opportunities and include indicators such as the number of new leads generated, number of new
business opportunities documented and incentive applications submitted
OUTCOME KPIs:
Assess the impact of InvestPR’s efforts on Puerto Rico’s economy and include indicators such as the
number of new businesses, number of new jobs created, and amount of new investment generated.
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS KPIs:
Determine the effectiveness of InvestPR at distinct stages as well as on delivering on its mandate,
including indicators like customer satisfaction and funds raised.
PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT KPIs:
Measure the improvement of the business climate & attraction on the Island, including talent &
economic development capacity and most importantly the Island’s competitiveness ranking.
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CONCLUS ION
During its first full year of operations, Invest Puerto Rico focused its efforts on laying the foundation
for its future success. Clear on its mission to promote Puerto Rico as a competitive investment jurisdic-

tion to attract new business and capital investment to the island, a growing staff of world-class professionals took the baton from a committed Board of Directors and built organizational capacity to
execute on its mandate. The organization will continue to strengthen its capabilities as the team grows
in the coming year, allowing for more resources to be dedicated to fulfilling our goals.

FY19 was also a year of structured research and planning to identify the highest potential industry
targets to attract to Puerto Rico and develop the appropriate messaging and tools to do so. The extensive

investigation and analysis conducted to develop and refine INVESTPR’s promotional strategy was
thorough and positions Invest Puerto Rico to lead in pivoting the island’s economy towards growth.

Finally, during this startup period, our organization successfully inserted itself into the local economic

development ecosystem establishing partner relationships and working to improve Puerto Rico’s business environment and competitiveness. Strengthening Puerto Rico’s competitiveness is an ongoing

responsibility and will make our market more attractive for investors and ensure greater opportunities

for residents. We are confident that all of the elements for success exist and that the alignment and
collaboration to achieve it is within reach.

Equipped with a robust action plan, the right people to execute it, and a broad array of committed
partners, Invest Puerto Rico wraps up FY19 with an optimistic look ahead and we are certain that exciting

times are ahead for the island’s economy and its people.
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APPENDIX
F Y 2 018 - 2 019
Financial Statements
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